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I. Answer in one word:
10x½=5
1. Which organization has estimated that 20lakh jobs can
be created in the education sector alone?
2. What is meant by primary sector?
3. Why is the tertiary sector also called service sector?
4. Give example for basic services?
5. Which are the new services included in the tertiary
sector based on information technology?
6. What is the other name of secondary sector?
7. What term is used for the value of all the final goods and
services of a country during a particular year?
8. Through which act Right to Minimum work is
implemented?
9. What is the another name of underemployment?
10. Mention any 2 activities which fall under the primary
sector.
II. Answer the following:
5x3=15
1. How do the economic activities be classified on the basis
of organization activities?
2. Why is the tertiary sector becoming more important in
India?
3. How do we count and calculate the value of goods and
services in the 3 economic sector? Explain with the help
of a suitable example.
4. Service sector in India employs 2 different kinds of
people. Who are they?
5. In what ways can employment be increased in semirural areas.
III. Answer in Detail:
1x5=5
1. Describe the historical changes in the economic sector
over the last 100 years.
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I. Explain the reference to the context:
5x1=5
She looked at me very strangely and laughed
“Another Aeroplane? up there in this storm? No other
aeroplanes were flying tonight. Yours
was the only one I could see on the radar.”
1. Who is the speaker here?
2. Who did “yours” refer to ?
3. What did she see on the radar?
4. Why did she laughed at him?
5. Name the author?
II. Answer the following in short:
5x2=10
1. I’ll take the risk.” What is the risk? Why does the
narrator take it?
2. Who do you think helped the narrator to reach safely?
3. Describe the narrators experience as he flew the
aeroplane into the storm.
4. What made the woman in the control centre look at the
narrator strangely?
5. Where was the pilot travelling? Name the plane.
III. Rearrange the following into meaningful
sentences:
4x1=4
1. called / us / morning / three / jane / up / about / in /
at / the
2. they / told / she / fire / city / in / us / of / great / a
3. rose / I / nightgown / slipped / and / on/ my
4. window / frown / saw / the / I / houses / bridge / side
/ on / other / the / of / the burning

IV. One word is omitted in each line. Find out the missing
word:
6x1=6
space shuttle Atlantis which is
a)
orbiter
began its first flight October 1985 b)
and
retired recently after completing
c)
last flight
in July 2011 weighed around 80
d)
tonne
spent 306 days, 14 hours, 12
e)
minutes
43 seconds space
f)

